
Warning: --- Special Report! 

 
(This is information that most other shops are NOT telling you) 

   
Why many people are incurring very expensive repairs as a 

result of letting their fuel levels get too low and how to avoid 
them. 

 
Due to the major increase in gas prices many people are not filling up the gas 
tanks any more and in many cases are letting their fuel level get very low. 

They are doing this for several reasons; one reason is they are waiting as long as 

they can after a big increase to see if the price will go back down a few cents as it 
often does. Another reason is just plain and simple how much it cost! 

 
Whatever the reason the very expensive consequence is the same. When you 

operate your vehicle on a regular basis with the fuel level below a ¼ tank you 
take the risk of causing damage to your fuel pump, in many cases causing it to 

fail, this is especially in the summer time as the temperatures go up! 
 

Surprising information for most people… 
 

Most vehicles today have their fuel pumps located inside the tank, one very 
important aspect to that believe it or not is that it is intended for the fuel in the 

tank to helps keep the pump cool during operation. When the gas level gets 
to a certain point and the fuel is not cooling it the pump overheats and over time 

this will cause it to fail. In the past we would often see this in cars driven by 

teens because many times they don’t have enough money to keep the fuel level 
up in their cars. 

 
We are seeing a jump in fuel pump failures when the price of gas goes higher. 

Replacing many of the fuel pumps today are very expensive. It is not uncommon 
to see prices that are in the $500-$1500 range and higher on some models. 

 
You can avoid paying us that large sum of money! 

 
Although we will gladly take care of this repair should you need it, we would like to 

help you avoid expensive repairs when you can. There are many repairs on 
your vehicle that you cannot avoid; this is one that you can do something 

about. All you really need to do is maintain ¼ tank of gas or more in your 
vehicle to make sure that there is enough to keep the pump cool, resist the 

temptation to wait out the price increase and you will save a lot more in the 

long run. 
 

 If you have any questions about this please give us a call at 425-882-0630 
 

This information is courtesy of AUTOSYS, BBB A+ Accredited Dealership 
alternative for Quality Maintenance & Repairs. 


